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By Mr. Ingalls of Lynn, petition of Alfred W. Ingalls for an
amendment of the law establishing excessive rates of speed of
motor vehicles. Highways and Motor Vehicles.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-One.

An Act to establish Excessive Rates of Speed of Motor
Vehicles.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section seventeen of chapter ninety of the Gen-
-2 eral Laws is amended by striking out, in line six,
3 the word “ twenty ” and by inserting in place thereof
4 the word: thirty, —by striking out, in line eight,
5 the word “ fifteen,” and by inserting in place thereof
6 the word: twenty, —by striking out, in line thir-
-7 teen, the word “ eight ”, and by inserting the
Sword: —fifteen, —so as to read as follows: —No
9 person operating a motor vehicle on any way shall

10 run it at a rate of speed greater than is reasonable
11 and proper, having regard to traffic and the use of
12 the way and the safety of the public. It shall be
13 prima facie evidence of a rate of speed greater than
14 is reasonable and proper as aforesaid if a motor
15 vehicle is operated on any way outside of a thickly
16 settled or business district at a rate of speed ex-
-17 ceeding thirty miles per hour for the distance of a
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18 quarter of a mile, or inside a thickly settled or busi-
-19 ness district at a rate of speed exceeding twenty
20 miles per hour for the distance of one eighth of a
21 mile, or in any place where the operator’s or chauf-
-22 four’s view of the road traffic is obstructed either
23 upon approaching an intersecting way, or in travers-
-24 ing a crossing or intersection of ways, or in going
25 around a corner or a curve in a way, at a rate of
26 speed exceeding fifteen miles per hour.
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